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Tissue box cover

MATERIALS
™ Mocha (M), Light Mocha (LtM),

Gooseberry Pink (GP), Mulberry
(M), Warm White (WW), Light
Buttermilk (LtB),  Antique mauve
(AM), Black Plum (BP), Flesh Tone
(FT), Shading Flesh (SF), Hi-Lite
Flesh (HLF), Espresso (E) Lamp Black
(LB), Black Forest Green (BFG)
DecoArt Americana acrylic paint

™ DecoArt Americana Easy Float
medium & Duraclear Satin varnish

™ black 03 Sakura Pigma Micron pen
™ templates on the opposite page

TOOLS
™ 3⁄4” flat, no 10 flat, no 6 flat, stylus, 

1” flat, 3⁄8” blender mop DecoArt
Traditions brushes

™ old toothbrush

are LtB shaded with a float of
E. The black boots are LB
highlighted with a dry brush 
of WW and the brown are E
with a dry brush of WW.
Complete the dolls when very
dry with black pen-line details.

4
To paint the hearts, add 
a basecoat of GP using
the no 10 flat brush.

Shade with a float of M and
highlight with dry-brushed
WW. Outline in pen.

5
To create the flowers, 
mix GP and WW (1:1) 
and use as a basecoat 

for the petals. Apply a basecoat
of AM to the centres. Shade 
the petals with a side load of
GP and highlight by dry-
brushing WW. Finish with the
black marker and WW stylus

3
Apply a basecoat of AM 
to the dresses using the
no 10 flat brush (you

might need two coats). Shade
BP by side-loading the no 10
flat with BP and Easy Float
medium. Highlight AM and
WW (1:1) with the blender mop
very, very dry and with hardly
any paint. Build up the
highlight evenly and then
concentrate it in some spots
more than others. Finish the
dress with polka dots in the
WW/AM mix using the stylus.
The angel on the right has the
same treatment, but the polka
dots on her dress are in groups
of three. The second angel’s
hair ribbon is the same as the
dress but with BP shade inside.
Side-load the no 10 flat with
Easy Float and WW and paint
the lace with the paint side of
the brush away from the
hands and face. Finish the lace
with some WW stylus dots in
various freeform patterns. The
hands and faces of the dolls
are FT with a float of SF and a
highlight of HLF. The hair is E
brush-end dots and the eyes
are stylus dots of LB. The wings

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Lightly sand the tissue box
if necessary and add two
layers of M mixed with

LtM (1:2). Splatter with BP
using the toothbrush and
allow to dry. Trace the design
from the template opposite
onto the tissue box.

2
To create the chequered
border effect, load the 
no 6 flat brush with LB

and, using the size of the brush
as a guide, carefully paint the
chequers. (See Fig 1.)

dots in groups of three.

6
Write the sentiment 
using the black Sakura
pen and use the stylus 

to make the LB dots on the
end of the letters.

7
To add a border, start 
with the dot hearts. Put
two AM brush end dots

next to each other and then
pull the tail down using the
stylus to form a heart. (See Fig
2.) The roses are made in the
same way except one dot is
AM and one WW. This time,
use the stylus to create a swirl.
(See Fig 3.) The leaves are BFG
dots and the stylus is used
again to pull the tail in the
direction that you want it to
go. Draw in the stems using
the black marker. (See Fig 4.)
Make a BFG border of dots
around the opening in the 
top of the box.

8
When the box is very 
dry (remember that 
dots take a little longer 

to dry), erase any visible
transfer lines using a soft 
eraser and then varnish 
with at least two coats of 
satin varnish.

1
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SEASONAL

The size of the 
tissue box featured here 

is 24x11cm. You can change
the size of our template using

a photocopier if necessary,
and you may also need to

change the size of the
brushes you use 

2

3

4

Tissue box
templates

50% actual size   
Photocopy at 200%

TOP TIPS
We would suggest leaving the

highlights until last and doing

them all together because the

blender mop must be dry for

the technique to work 

(the brush takes a while to 

dry once it has been wet)

Use the template to see which

details go where when you are

using the permanent marker
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